
TRIAL LESSON ASSIGNMENT SHEET 
CLONING MAMMALS 

Please complete a minimum of one of the following activities. If you have purchased teacher support, please submit 
your assignment(s) before 6pm Friday. If you do not have teacher support feel free to ask questions in the forum or 
purchase a marking credit from the online store and following instructions for submitting assignment(s). Compatible 
return files include pdf, doc, docx, png and jpeg. 

PET CLONING COMPANY 

You are a biologist who has been hired as chief cloning scientist at ‘cuddle me clone’. Cuddle me clone offers services to 
pet owners who want to clone their beloved animals. The company has been losing a lot of money because the 
scientists are not being very thorough when cloning. This is causing a lot of upset pet owners because their clone 
animals are often severely disabled. Write a very clear and thorough method which can be pinned up around the lab for 
the scientists to follow to clone the pets.  

 

 

RESURECTING THE WOOLLY MAMMOTH 

Watch the following video and answer the questions. 

Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xmlpSOHc5A4 

Questions: 

1. What will be the surrogate mother for the cloned woolly mammoth? 
2. Why do the scientists need to find a complete intact cell in the preserved woolly mammoth? 
3. What ethical issues do you see in the video? 
4. Why is the cell given an electric shock? 
5. If successful, the nucleus will be from the mammoth. What species will the enucleated egg be from? 
6. Why is the South Korean government paying to clone cows? 
7. What do you think could be the consequences of woolly mammoths returning to Earth now? 

PRIME MINISTER’S PRESS RELEASE 

You have been commisioned (hired) to write a short statement (max 300 words) to the media for the prime minister of 
the UK saying why you have made cloning of humans illegal. Include some of the ethical reasons behind your decision 
and write additional pre-prepared answers to the following questions various media have told they will be asking. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xmlpSOHc5A4
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BBC – Do you have any plans to ban the cloning of animals other than humans? Either way, why? 

Daily Mail – We think North Korea are making a clone army. Why don’t we? It would be cheap and we could make it quick 
to protect ourselves. 

Sky news – Cloning is being used to bring back extinct animals. Is It possible to resurrect (bring back) ancient humans like 
neandethals and why doesn’t the UK? 

 

PAST EXAM QUESTIONS 

Complete the following exam questions taken from real exam papers. Practicing exam questions is one of the best ways 
to pass with a great grade. 
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